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“All of the trees and vegetation within a town, village, or city make up the ‘community forest’. The 

ommunity forest can include street and yard trees, parks, cemeteries, school grounds, and undeveloped 

green spaces. The urban community forest also contains wildlife, waterways, built roads and structures, and 

people. This is where most people in Kuala Lumpur live and work.” 

 

Adapted from the website of New York State Dept. of Environmental Conservation 
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Foreword 
 

The Malaysian Nature Society (MNS) has its first office at the basement room in Muzium Negara in the 

1960s. After years of wandering around, MNS is finally located back a few hundred meters away from the 

Muzium Negara in Bukit Persekutuan. With the MNS office sited in this hill, the members felt that it would 

be important to preserve the last of a sizeable green area in the KL city center. The idea of an Urban 

Community Forest (UCF) is for the KL community to enjoy, for learning and for recreation. Every day, 

joggers, hikers, dog walkers, cyclist and naturalists used the Bukit in the mornings and evenings, and 

occasional Hash House Harriers doing their hunt here. Bukit Persekutuan’s location is opposite to the K.L. 

Sentral Commercial District, this valuable 74ha green area, will be the main threat to the UCF. The threat will 

result in a potential loss of a natural air filter which reduces the urban heat, dust and noise, and lessens 

traffic volume from potential high density development at the green area. The UCF complement the green 

network of Perdana Botanical Garden and Taman Tugu. The natural heritage, historical hill with State named 

roads and government bungalows of the 50-60s era, the on-going use are strongly inter-related and 

together form the landscape of the area. Reconnect- immediate benefit – connection as a youth: Urban 

Community Forest, Bukit Persekutuan will be an introduction to what you can find and reconnect with 

nature, why conserving UCF is important with the immediate effects from a green area, and a connection as 

a youth on what they can do and help to conserve the last green area of KL city center.  

 

                                                 Sonny, Annabelle and Balu 
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Conserving UCF Bukit Persekutuan timeline 
 

This historical Bukit Persekutuan, previously known as Federal Hill, is one of last sizeable Kuala Lumpur’s city 

center forested areas, with 1950s-60s government bungalows. In 1896, rubber estates were established, 

which you can still see the ground contours and remnants of rubber trees, some of which recently tapped. 

Among the earliest government buildings built in early 1900s was the European Hospital (or Bangsar Hospital) 

which is now the Institut Pengurusan Kesihatan. This Hill which belongs to the federal government was once 

connected to Perdana Botanical Garden and Taman Tugu.  

With its location opposite to the K.L. Sentral Commercial District, the high land value of this 74ha green area, 

will be the main threat to the Bukit. The potential loss of a natural air cleaner which reduces the urban heat, 

dust and noise, and lessens traffic volume from potential high density development at the green area.  

In 1999, the Malaysian Nature Society (MNS) occupied the former National Science Center building in JKR 641 

Jalan Kelantan. The need for an environmental education center in the urban area was seen as a need for the 

urban youths. MNS developed the urban nature center (UNC) with a nature trail named the Heritage Trail with 

the support from the Japan Official Development Assistance (ODA).  

During the February 2002 launch of the Heritage Trail by the then Ketua Setiausaha Negara, Tan Sri Dato’ 

Samsudin Osman recommended that MNS submit a proposal to preserve Bukit Persekutuan as a green lung 

for nature education, recreation and tourist destination. In 2008 working with Badan Warisan, a proposal was 

submitted as a site for a Natural History Museum which became one of the three proposed site for the 

museum, but the proposed museum was later shelved. During the KL Structure Plan review period, Bukit 

Persekutuan was still listed as a low density development area, but the development pressure is still strong as 

Jalan Travers will be redeveloped into a mixed residential commercial area. In 2016, the announcement of a 

historical site, the Institute Pengurusan Kesihatan (formerly the European Hospital), of which part of the Bukit 

will be developed.  

MNS continues the conservation action with the Urban Community Forest with our project partner Think City 

together with the local communities to be the ‘stewards’ of Bukit Persekutuan. So join us to experience, work 

and prepare for the future for UCF Bukit Persekutuan’s natural and historic green area.     
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Location of UCF Bukit Persekutuan 
UCF Bukit Persekutuan strategic location at the KL city center, can be part of the existing green network as 

stated in the KL Structural Plan linking the Perdana Botanical Garden (formerly known as Taman Tasik Perdana 

or Lake Gardens), Taman Tugu and Tugu extension, the Parliament gardens and remnant forest patches of the 

affluent parts of Bukit Duta-Tunku. 

 

 

This management plan proposes UCF Bukit Persekutuan (red boundary) to be part of the KL Green Network (green boundary) as 

stated in the KL Structure Plan 2020: KL Green Network. Further suggestion for a bigger green network is to include the Taman Tugu 

extension, Bukit Tunku and Taman Duta remnants forest (yellow boundaries). This will complement the KL City center (white boundary)      
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The land area estimated to be 74 hectare government land is fringed at the:- 

a) South East boundary- 

beginning at the Institut Kesihatan 

corner along Jalan Bangsar-

Travers until the Travers Balai Polis 

turn off to Jalan Damansara and 

the 7.3 ha Sri Bukit Persekutuan 

condominiums; 

b) North East boundary- From 

the Travers Police Station into 

Jalan Damansara until the junction 

to Galeria Sri Perdana compound;  

c) Western boundary- From 

the Seri Perdana compound 

bordered by Taman Sa, Sekolah 

Menengah Bukit Bandaraya and 

Taman Bangsar along the Jalan 

Negeri Sembilan, Persiaran Negeri 

Sembilan, Jalan Negeri Sembilan 

Selatan and Jalan Abdullah at the 

corner of the Institut Kesihatan, at 

the Jalan Bangsar-Travers 

junction.   

Map of UCF Bukit Persekutuan: Remnant 

forest, Road, Nature discovery trails, and 

Heritage buildings 
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UCF Bukit Persekutuan landscape   
 

Bukit Persekutuan is an undulating hilly terrain between 48m -97m, with slopes exceeding 30 degrees in most 

places. There are four permanent streams which acts as major storm drains. Two such streams can be found 

at the Heritage and Cempedak Trail. The underlying bedrock is sedimentary quartzite-phylite, apart from 

limestone, which are found predominantly in the city center. The Hill represented regenerated lowland and 

lower hill mixed secondary forest. The forest are scattered along the hill slopes, streams and gullies partitioned 

by single lane roads named after eight States.   
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There are 119 old Government quarters and bungalows with lawns and matured garden nestled among the 

forested valleys and hills with tree lined roads (right). The roadside are lined with either local or exotic trees. 

There are some historically significant buildings like Institut Kesihatan Umum, Institut Pengurusan Kesihatan 

Malaysia, Galeria Sri Perdana, and Royal homes are located on this hill. Along the borders are the private 

enclaves. The natural heritage, historical hill with State named roads and government bungalows of the 50-

60s era, the on-going use are strongly inter-related and together form the landscape of the area.  

The traffic is mainly low due to the sparse population, peaceful and quiet except along the Sultan Iskandar 

highway. The hill is a recreational ground for residents staying in and around. Every morning and evenings, 

joggers, hikers, dog walkers, cyclists, naturalists (below) used the hill including the Hash House Harriers.  
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Threats to the UCF Bukit Persekutuan  
 

There is grave concern that this area may be under threat of development for the following reasons; 

i. High land value beside the city center. The massive KL 

Sentral development will make adjacent areas 

particularly attractive for mixed development. There will 

be a redevelopment of the Institut Kesihatan to a mixed 

commercial-residential development and two low 

density housing developments along Jalan Changkat 

Damansara-Jalan Selangor-Travers Balai Polis.                                              
(photo: Kamarudin Salleh) 

ii. Vacant government bungalows. Many of the 

government bungalows in the area are occupied by 

senior Government officers. However, due to retirement 

of some of the officers and others moving to Putrajaya, a 

lot of these bungalows have become vacant and led to 

the deterioration. This may attract illegal occupancy. 

iii. Steep slopes. Development is unsuitable on the steep 

slopes which is landslip prone especially during storms. 

iv. Illegal clearing of vegetation, bird trapping and rubbish. 

A few patches ‘illegally’ farmed for fruit trees and 

vegetable to sell. Trapping for jungle fowls and birds is 

occasional (right). There are dumping of rubbish and 

construction materials in the forest.  

v. Introduced plants and animals. Introduced non-native 

plants and animals (e.g. feral cat) can threaten the 

ecosystem of a regenerating forest.  
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Current Mechanism Safeguarding UCF Bukit Persekutuan 
 

With the exception of private properties and royal palaces, the remaining green area belongs to the Federal 

Government or the Prime Minister Department’s administration. The public area is under Dewan Bandaraya 

Kuala Lumpur. A check with DBKL Town and Planning Department confirms that there are currently no 

proposals submitted for the development of this area and under the Kuala Lumpur Structure Plan, it is to 

remain as a green area. Open space and recreation areas constitute only 6.52% of the total land use in KL.  

The KL Structural Plan 1984 and the 2020 ensures the quality of life in the City to be a World –Class City namely 

a Tropical Garden City, balance between development, ecology and national heritage, enhance the city living 

environment and attain major pollution free environment. 

In the KLSP 2020 under the ‘Green network and open spaces’, it mentioned that Taman Botani Perdana shall 

be enhanced as the premier park of the City. The predominantly treed areas around the Sultan Iskandar 

Highway (Jalan Mahameru) and the federal government offices nearby shall be preserved as a western green 

area for the City Centre. These areas will have a high proportion of landscaped open space to create a parkland 

setting with green pedestrian networks linking to the adjacent low density residential areas of Bukit Tunku, 

Taman Duta and Bukit Persekutuan.  

The KLSP 2020 stated that the area is in the International Zone, so high density and high-rise development in 

Bukit Persekutuan, Taman Duta and Bukit Tunku shall not be encouraged so as to preserve the existing low 

density and high quality residential areas. Where appropriate, moderate intensification of low density 

residential areas shall be permitted, provided that this does not affect the overall character of the areas. 

However, in 2005, the fringe land along Jalan Changkat Damansara bordered by Jalan Selangor and the Travers 

Balai Polis developed by Tan & Tan, into the Sri Bukit Damansara condominiums. Development started in the 

Polis owned land in mid-2007. There are already plans for bungalows, semi-detached and terrace houses.  

This proposed UCF management plan aims to conserve both the natural and historical value of Bukit 

Persekutuan. This is line with the KL Structural Plan 2020, of creating a particular city character and image 

arising from the vision of KL to become a World Class City which will fit in with the KL Low Carbon Society 

Blueprint 2030. 
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Urban Community Forest set up  
 

 

The Urban Community Forest consists of a local forest plant nursery, garden shed, kid’s nature and vegetables 

patch, UCF resource center, and the four nature explorer trails. The UCF resource center, nursery and 

Heritage-Thunbergia Trail is open to the public from Monday to Friday from 9am to 5pm and Saturday from 

9am to 12pm.  The other 3 trails and the rest of the hill is a public area.  
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Local forest plants nursery 

The most important set up for UCF is the nursery for local forest trees seedlings and saplings used for 

enrichment planting in the hill. Currently, Merbau seedlings are the most abundant amongst other forest 

plants. There is even an experimental plot for mangrove seedlings in the nursery. Any rescued trees from 

development areas are kept here for later replanting.  
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The nursery comes with a watering 

system (top left) is supplemented by 

the rain–harvested water system, as 

part of water savings.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The nursery’s garden shed (bottom 

left), was an old storeroom, stores the 

gardening tools and seeds that will be 

germinated for future planting. There is 

a composting area for the dry leaves 

and dead branches. Tree enrichment 

planting are conducted in Bukit 

Persekutuan, and at other urban 

forested area like Bukit Kiara and Kota 

Damansara Community Forest and even 

outside the city like the Sungai Yu 

wildlife corridor. 
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Kid’s Nature and Vegetable Patch 

The children’s nature and vegetable patch (above) 

was initiated by the MNS Selangor Branch Flora 

Special Interest Group with the Home Schooling 

group as an outdoor gardening activity for the 

children. The vegetable patch is a good place for 

butterfly, bees and other insects watching. 

UCF Resource Center 

The UCF resource center (left) is for communities 

to run UCF activities, conduct workshops, and 

meetings. The resource center is located below 

the auditorium housing a meeting table, reading 

materials and exhibits of seeds and posters. ,  
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UCF nature explorer trails 
 

The purpose of the trails are to educate and provide the urban communities a place to explore nature and 

learn about the importance of an urban forest. The four nature explorer trails are located in four remnant 

forest gullies and hill slopes around Bukit Persekutuan. The main showcase gravel trail is the Heritage-

Thunbergia Trail behind the nursery. The other three unpaved trails are the Cempedak Trail, Pulai Trail and 

the Jungle Fowl Trail. These trails are linked by road and will take 2 ½ hours to leisurely walk all four trails.  

Heritage – Thunbergia Trail 

The Heritage-Thunbergia Trail is one of the most used 

trails and is located in a regenerating forest valley 

behind the nursery. This is the only trail that is paved 

with gravel for easier use by visitors. The original 

Heritage loop starts from the nursery, crossing the 

stream twice. While the new second loop ends behind 

the garden shed. The trail is approximately 330 meters 

long and will take 30-40 minutes to complete depending 

on your interest. Along this trail is a field with 

herbaceous plants among the Dipterocarp (hard wood) 

timber trees, a good place to watch butterflies, bees and 

other insects. The trail passes over the stream upon a 

row of drain culverts up to the newly created Thunbergia 

Trail named after the Thunbergia vine (below) along the 

trail. The purplish flowers are commonly strewn along 

the trail. Tree identification tags are along the trail. 
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Cempedak Trail 

The Cempedak Trail is roughly 600 meters long in a valley with a clear water 

stream (top right) running through it. At one end of the trail entrance off Jalan 

Johor, there are a few cempedak trees planted by a local resident, and this 

became the name of the trail. The unpaved trail starts beside a double storey 

bungalow. It goes left along one side of the valley, down to the stream and goes 

up to the other side of the valley. You will come out at Jalan Selangor near the 

small roundabout. From here if you keep right to Jalan Persekutuan, you will go 

down a slope wall and end up at the Dipterocarp area of the Heritage Trail. If 

you were to follow the stream, you can do a loop up the slope back to the 

cempedak trees’ entrance. This trail has a high diversity of plant species. 

Enrichment planting has been conducted here. The trail will take about 15-20 

minutes to go through. 

Pulai Trail 

Pulau Trail (bottom right) is about 478 meters long and is located off Jalan Negeri 

Sembilan and is a 25 minute walk from Cempedak Trail along Jalan Johor. The 

trail is unpaved and the entrance is located next to a huge Pulai tree, hence, the 

trail name. The quiet loop trail will take about 30-40 minutes to complete. Here 

you can see regenerating forest, remnants of a rubber plantation, palm forest 

and a flat valley with herbaceous undergrowth. The trail joins the Jungle Fowl 

Trail, but it is not advisable for the faint –hearted because of a steep 

embankment.  

Jungle Fowl Trail  

The Jungle Fowl Trail is 620 meters long and the entrance is located off Jalan 

Terengganu, along the slopes of Bukit Persekutuan that face towards Bangsar. 

This unpaved trail will take about 30-40 minutes to finish. The trail was aptly 

named after a family of jungle fowls found there. The trail vegetation is similar 

to Pulai Trail. The trail crosses over two monsoon drains and ends behind a 

bungalow. (Female jungle fowl by Mark Ng and Ng Bee Choo) 
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UCF Flora and Fauna  
 

Flora 

The hill used to be forested with swamps at the foothills and was cleared before the end of the 19th century. 

The vegetation can be classified generally into two main types:                      

  

   
1. Old secondary forest and open secondary forest (right). (photo: Kamarudin Salleh) 

    
2. Planted vegetation in the gardens and roadside (right). (photo: Kamarudin Salleh) 
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Sample of vegetation types in UCF (extracted from Kamarudin’s survey) 

Area A. About 60% of the area (old 

secondary forest & open secondary forest). 

The rest are bungalows, road and open 

area. 3 endemic plants, 6 Low Risk (LR) 

Area B. 40% of the area (old and open 

secondary & planted). The rest are Galeria 

Perdana, car park, road, bungalows & open 

area. 2 endemics, 2 Vulnerable (VU), 3 LR, 

Area C. 80% (old and open secondary, 

stream & planted). The rest are road, 

bungalows, MNS & open area. 3 endemics, 

3 VU, 11 LR 

Area D. 70% (old and open secondary & 

planted). The rest are road, bungalows & 

open area. 7 endemics, 7 LR. 

Area E. 40% (old and open secondary & 

planted). The rest are bungalows, road & 

open area. 2 endemics, 2 LR. 

Area F. About 20% (old and open 

secondary, planted & stream vegetation). 

The rest are bungalows, road and open 

area. 3 LR 

 

Flora diversity 

From the 2016 survey, 234 species from 82 families were noted from the six (A to F) area. Generally, the flora 

diversity is not very rich representing the old secondary and open secondary forest. These include 197 local 

species and 37 planted species which are native or non-native. The planted plants includes timber trees, fruit 

trees, ornamentals or commodity crops. Notable timber trees are the Merawan siput jantan, Kapur, Balau 

laut, Meranti sarang punai, Meranti kepong and Meranti bukit. Fruit trees are the Mangga India, Durian 

a 
b 
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kampung, Betik, Rambai, Asam jawa, Langsat, Nangka, Belimbing manis, Pinang, Kelapa and Rambutan. 

Ornamental plants are the Cordyline fruticosa, Asoka, Pancut-pancut, Tababuia, Ketapang, Chinese juniper, 

Semarak api, Jermerlang, Angsana, Hujan-hujan, Mambu, Pinang merah, Johannesteijsmannia altifrons 

(Kor), Johannesteijsnannia magnifica (Kor), Palas, Serdang, Kaum rambutan and Jati. While commodity 

plants are the Pokok getah, Pisang, Ubi kayu and Kelapa sawit.  

The most specious families are the large Euphorbiaceae family with 22 species recorded which includes 

Macaranga which is an indicator of a disturbed secondary vegetation. 

The most diverse flora families in the UCF 

Family Species 

Euphorbiaceae 22 

Moraceae 19 

Rubiaceae 13 

Palmae 12 

Leguminosae 11 

 

Endemic species 

There is 8 Peninsular Malaysia endemic species enumerated in the UCF 

Family Species / variety Location  

Flacourtiaceae           Ryparosa fasciculata  site c, d 

Sapotaceae                 Palaquium maingayi  site d 

Oxalidaceae  

Palmae 

Piperaceae 

Rhizophoraceae 

Vitaceae 

Palmae   

Sarcotheca monophylla  

Eugeissona tristis 

Piper porphyrophyllum 

Pellacalyx saccardianus 

Tetrastigma curtisii* 

Johannesteijsmannia magnifica 

site d 
site a, b, c, d, e 
site d 
site a, d 
site a, b, c, d, e 

site b 

 
*parasitic Rafflesia flower host. 
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Conservation status of plant species 

21 plant species are listed in the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species (IUCN 2011). Four species are listed as 

Vulnerable (VU) and 17 species are listed as Lower-Risk (LR). The criteria of threat listed for most of these 

species were due mainly to loss of range in the last 1 or 2 generation. Two of the species listed are also 

endemic to Peninsular Malaysia (Palaquium maingayi and Johannesteijsmannia magnifica). 

 

Family Species & Location site IUCN Conservation Status 

Palmae Johannesteijsmannia magnifica (Planted at site b) Vulnerable (VU)  

Palmae 

Dipterocarpaceae 

Dipterocarpaceae 

Dipterocarpaceae 

Dipterocarpaceae 

Dipterocarpaceae 

Dipterocarpaceae 

Apocynaceae 

Apocynaceae 

Aristolochiaceae 

Crypteroniaceae 

Meliaceae 

Myristicaceae 

Myristicaceae 

Olacaceae 

Pandaceae 

Polypodiaceae 

Sapotaceae 

Selaginellaceae 

Selaginellaceae 

 

Johannesteijsmannia altifrons (Planted-site b) 

Hopea odorata (Planted at site c) 

Shorea glauca (Planted at site c) 

Dryobalanops aromatic (Planted at site c) 

Shorea ovalis ssp.ovalis (Planted at site c) 

Shorea parvifolia ssp. parvifolia (Planted-site c) 

Shorea platyclados (Planted at site c) 

Alstonia angustiloba (Wild at site a, c, d, e) 

Dyera costulata (Wild at site b) 

Thottea grandiflora (Wild at site c, d) 

Crypteronia griffithii (Wild at site c, d) 

Lansium domesticum (Wild & planted- a, b, c, d) 

Horsfieldia superba (Wild at site a) 

Knema furfuraceae (Wild at site a, c) 

Ochanostachys amentacea (Wild at site f) 

Galearia fulva (Wild at site a, c, d, f) 

Microsorum scolopendrium (Wild at site e) 

Palaquium maingayi (Wild at site d) 

Selaginella willdenowii (Wild at site c) 

Selaginella intermedia var. intermedia (Wild -a, b, 

c, d, f) 

 

Vulnerable (VU)  

Vulnerable (VU)  

Vulnerable (VU)  

Lower Risk (LR)   

Lower Risk (LR)   

Lower Risk (LR)   

Lower Risk (LR)   

Lower Risk (LR)   

Lower Risk (LR)   

Lower Risk (LR)  

Lower Risk (LR)   

Lower Risk (LR)   

Lower Risk (LR)   

Lower Risk (LR)   

Lower Risk (LR)  

Lower Risk (LR)   

Lower Risk (LR) 

Lower Risk (LR)  

Lower Risk (LR)   

Lower Risk (LR)   

 

 

Lower plants species like fungi, mosses, lichens and algae are diverse but were not recorded. 
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Fauna 

The secondary forest and the gardens are still a sanctuary for small wildlife like the various, only two large 

mammals (primates), small mammals, birds (both migratory and non-migratory), fishes, amphibian and 

reptiles, plus the more diverse and abundance invertebrates like insects in an urban area.  

The raid survey for mammals did not find any endemic, forest specialists or vulnerable/ endangered species 

of small mammals. Eight common species of bats, squirrels, tree shrews and rat were sighted. These are typical 

of disturbed forest, forest edge and open habitats species. The large mammals recorded were the long-tailed 

macaques and used to have one pig-tailed macaque. Sightings of civet cats are rare however. 

The rapid surveys have identified an impressive number of birds: 53 species including migratory and non-

migratory birds. Thirty-four species of the birds are totally protected whereas three species are protected by 

law. The reserve provides seasonal habitat and resources for migratory birds. Three migrants are from other 

countries, en-route during the winter season, and nine local migrants that migrate during the breeding and 

non-breeding periods. Jungle fowl families are common here.  

For the herpetofauna, the rapid surveys recorded 9 species of amphibians (frog and toad), and 3 species of 

reptiles (5 snake, 5 lizard, skink and geckos). The big monitor lizard is commonly found here. The beautiful 

non-venomous paradise tree snake represents one of the more common snakes in the area. Cobras and 

pythons were reported here by the residents.    

Frogs join the evening chorus with the seasonal cicadas and various other insects such as the crickets and 

fireflies. The presence of the 2 species of firefly, 22 species of damselfly and dragonfly indicate the presence 

of clean water in the area. Some tiny aquatic insects and invertebrate (like slugs and snails) and fishes are also 

found in the stream.  

The insects are more diversified with 23 families (e.g. mantids, bees and wasps, cicadas, 

beetles, crickets, grasshoppers, termites, ants, etc) with many different species. There are 

17 species of moths and 42 species of butterflies which indicates diverse flowering plants. 

The vulnerable species depend on certain species of flowering plants in the area. 
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UCF Heritage buildings 
 

Historic Heritage of Bukit Persekutuan 

The ‘Bukit Persekutuan’ or formerly known as Federal Hill was established in 1896 for the residential area of 

Europeans working under the Federated Malay States. Site of present buildings like the Malaysian Nature 

Society’s office can be found in the 1920s map. The area used to be forested with swamps at the foothills. 

Most of the swampy site was drained in order to improve the amenities of the locality prior to the erection of 

buildings on the adjacent higher ground. Rubber trees were once planted here. The area used to be of a larger 

area, however most of the land is now privately owned. A remnant portion of the hill belonging to the Federal 

Government Department of the Land and Mines.  

Among the earliest government buildings raised is Bangsar Hospital which was built in early 1900’s. Nicknamed 

‘European Hospital’ by locals, this modern hospital served the European community staying in the country. A 

few decades ago, the hospital has been converted into a Health Institute and is presently known as Institut 

Kesihatan Umum Bangsar or Institut Pengurusan Kesihatan Malaysia. 

Significant buildings in the area are the three Royal Homes of Perak, Kedah and Negeri Sembilan (below left 

to right) and the historical Sri Perdana, the former official residence of the Prime Minister. Since the 

establishment of Putrajaya as a new administrative centre, Sri Perdana was converted into a gallery, and 

renamed as the Galeria Perdana Menteri. The building has host many historical events.  The historical hill have 

the State named roads (except for Melaka, Pahang, Sarawak and Sabah). 
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The area is also rich in architectural heritage with buildings consisting of the colonial and postcolonial designs 

are good examples of buildings rebuilt during the 1950s and 1960s. There are 119 residential quarters and 

bungalows. The bungalows are either single or double storey with four to five different types of designs, mostly 

unaltered. The typical features are the servant quarters, garage and chimneys for the kitchen; some with intact 

porthole windows, ventilation roof, louvre windows and old roof tiles (as shown in the 10 photos below). 
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There are 2 different design buildings, possible from the 1960s design or remodel with flat roofs (above). 

Other buildings located on the hill are the Travers Police Station and officers’ residence. There are private 

enclaves along Lorong Travers and Bukit Travers, LIngkungan Negeri Sembilan, part of Jalan Selangor, Seri 

Bukit Persekutuan Condominiums, and the MRT maintenance building.  

Top from left: MRT building, Sri Bukit 

Persekutuan condominiums,  

Bottom, from left: Lingkungan Negeri 

Sembilan and Jalan Travers 
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There are only two buildings that still retains much of the original part bricks and wooden bungalows from the 

beginning of the 20th century are the orang asli orphanage school (Asrama Darul Falah) and the much 

remodelled Malaysian Nature Society office which used to occupied the old Science Center in April 1986 

before moving to the new National Science Center, Bukit Kiara in 1996. 

     

 

Other organisations head office located in Bukit Persekutuan are the, Belia 4B, Bulan Sabit Merah, and Kelab 

Bekas Komando (photos below from left to right).  
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Activities of UCF Bukit Persekutuan 
 

The UCF is for the KL community to enjoy, for learning and for recreation. The UCF is open to all ages from 

children to the elderly. Two main activities catered here is:  

i. Maintenance of the UCF. Maintenance is supported by volunteers like MNS members, KL 

communities, institutions or corporates in the nursery, garden, stream and trails, dropping off 

local plant and seeds, and tree planting. For major maintenance like strengthening the stream 

banks or roof repairs, CSR sponsored packages are available. This can be financial or donation in 

kind e,g, materials together with staffs involvement for the project. The staffs will be educated 

with nature talks and walks.  

ii. Learning and recreation. The communities can use the UCF resource center for meetings, 

educational activities, guiding and weekends public awareness.  

Nursery maintenance 

Forest seedlings are collected by 

MNS members and public or bought 

from Orang Asli. The seeds will 

include forest trees, fruit trees and 

mangrove plants. Gardening is a 

weekly activity or by request from 

school groups or companies on 

weekdays. Volunteers learn about 

the science of seeds and planting 

techniques: weeding, sprouting, 

sowing, watering, transferring, 

change of poly bags, conditioning for 

replanting, and planting at site.  
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Trail maintenance 

Trails need to be constantly repair from either heavy use or from nature itself. Weeds, creepers, overgrown 

vegetation, fallen branches and even trees need to be cleared. The trails itself needs to be resurfaced, 

strengthened or rerouted if there is a landslip.   

Stream bank maintenance 

Due to the steep slopes and during heavy rains, the stream bed and banks will be eroded. Strengthening of 

the bank, creating riffles and pools will help slow down the flow of water and even create habitat for local 

aquatic wildlife. 

Tree enrichment planting 

The secondary forest tree richness requires help from tree enrichment planting. The human management is 

required to bring back the natural ecosystem of a natural forest. Tree planting improves the canopy layers of 

a natural forest providing different layers for different wildlife. The UCF has four main forested area that can 

take years of replanting and growth to bring back the natural forest. 

From left: Trail maintenance, stream bank maintenance, tree enrichment planting  
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Environmental Education 

The UCF is easily accessible by schools, 

uniformed groups, corporations and 

MNS members for environment 

education (e.g. stream ecology, insect 

benefits, tree identification, and 

medicinal plants), bird watching, and 

nature study. MNS Special Interest 

Groups and other educators will 

provide talks, walks and activities for 

the public. Night walks are for 

experiencing animals in the dark like 

firefly watching, frogging (left) and 

owling. There is an auditorium for 40 

persons above the resource center is 

used for nature talks and lectures series. 

Research 

The Hill is an easily accessible area for researchers from urban 

universities and institutions for comparative studies between an urban 

forest area and a forest reserve, including urban biodiversity or socio-

economic studies. Citizen science in monitoring for urban communities 

can be conducted here on biodiversity monitoring. . 

Recreation  

For nature walks in any of the four trails, ample parking are provided at 

the MNS compound and the carpark of Galeria Sri Perdana. There is a 

small cafeteria at the Galeria. It is also a popular spot for joggers, hikers 

(left), bicyclist, dog walkers and other recreational activities like Hash 

House hunts.    
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Managing UCF Bukit Persekutuan 
reconnect- immediate benefit – connection as a youth 

UCF Bukit Persekutuan with its natural and historic heritage character will serve the public as a healthy green 

lung area in the KL city center. For a functional and sustainable green area, UCF will be managed for 

conservation, recreational, educational and for green connectivity. This green area will enhance the role and 

reputation of Kuala Lumpur as a centre for education, knowledge, culture and healthy living and it also 

supports the Vision of the Kuala Lumpur Structure Plan 2020 to be a World Class Sustainable City. 

Reconnect > a patchwork of greenery to soften the harsh city landscape 

UCF is open to visitors all year round, either with guided or self-guided walks around the urban forest. The aim 

is to blend in the natural with the harsh concrete landscape, reconnects the urban dweller with greenery and 

become part of the green connectivity to Taman Botani Perdana and Taman Tugu. The area will be part of the 

tourist attraction for its natural-historical value: 

Immediate benefit > of conserving a regenerating urban forest for the KL communities  

The nursery can hold 2,000 local plant saplings at any one time for the enrichment planting around UCF 

Bukit Persekutuan Green areas. The aim is to recreate back the functional forest canopies ecosystem which 

will attract back local wildlife. The immediate benefits to the urban dweller as an air cooler, air cleaner, noise 

reduction and mental calming effect. 

Connection as a youth > education and recreation in an urban forest  

The aim is to mobilise KL communities be part of the nature teachers in the UCF. Youths are the future for 

the sustainability of conservation efforts. Regular hands on training for volunteers especially youths to 

rejuvenate Bukit Persekutuan into an UCF and also bringing visitors around. The resource center, nursery, 

forest and nature explorer trails together will be a center of excellence for environmental education on 

natural history. An insect garden will be upgraded with local plant species to attract more variety of 

butterflies and other colourful and interesting insects.  
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Zonation of UCF 
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How you can help - join us as Friends of UCF 
 

To volunteer and / or visit 

The UCF is open Monday to Friday from 9.30 am to 5 pm for visitors. 

For volunteer work at the nursery, compost or trails or other activities, the UCF is open from 9am to 1pm 

on Saturday. 

If you want to be our local guide to take visitors around the UCF, we will provide you with training. 

Please call 03-2287 9422 to log in your volunteer dates or for more information. 

 

To donate local plants  

If you want to donate seeds or saplings of local Malaysian trees, bush, shrubs, herbs or plants, please call 

us at the number above for the drop off time.   

 

To donate money or material in kind 

Donations in kind or in cash to upkeep the UCF are most welcome to maintain the garden shed, nursery, 

garden tools, watering system, trails and stream maintenance. Please call us for more information.  

 

For enrichment tree planting package (corporates or groups)  

Please contact the above number, to arrange for your planting dates. There will be a fee for corporate or 

group planting package with all the proceeds goes to the UCF maintenance. 
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 https://bukitpersekutuan.wordpress.com/author/bukitpersekutuan/ 

Facebook: MNS Urban Community Forest 

MNS UCF Initiative 

The UCF Initiative is to help conserved, educate, and enriched the urban forest in the Greater KL conurbation. 

 

 

Project Partners 

Malaysian Nature Society’s Mission 

To promote the study, appreciation, conservation and protection of Malaysia’s natural heritage. 

 

MNS is a partner of BirdLife International 

BirdLife International is a global partnership of autonomous conservation organisations present in more than 120 

countries, with a global membership of more than 2.7 million people. Its mission is to conserve wild birds, their 

habitats and global biodiversity, by working with people towards sustainability in the use of nature resources. 

Think City 

Think City is a community-focused urban regeneration organisation that aims to create more liveable, resilient and 

people-centric cities 

 


